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POLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS FIRMS
Aon Corporation
Aon, an insurance firm, works in partnership with some of the world’s leading financial institutions, global
corporations, traders, and exporters to help them mitigate and manage their risk exposures utilizing a fullservice political risk management practice. Their services include in-depth program assessment, crisis
management consulting, political risk analysis, and individually structured insurance solutions.
www.aon.com
Business Monitor International
Business Monitor International (BMI) offers a comprehensive range of products and services designed to help
senior executives, analysts, and researchers assess and better manage operating risks, and exploit business
opportunities across 175 markets by monitoring country, company, and industry risk.
www.businessmonitor.com
Control Risks Group
Control Risks is a leading international business risk consultancy that operates in three specialist areas: integrity
risk, security risk, and political risk.
www.crg.com
CountryWatch
CountryWatch is an information provider for corporations, government agencies, universities, schools,
libraries, and individuals needing up-to-date news and information on each of the recognized countries of the
world. They provide critical country-specific intelligence and data to over 4,000 clients including public and
private sector organizations with overseas operations and global interests.
www.countrywatch.com
Eurasia Group
Eurasia Group monitors political, economic, social, and security developments around the world and
forecasting their impact on countries, regions, companies, and financial markets. By identifying key political
drivers, analyzing global trends, highlighting risk trigger points, and building comprehensive strategic and
tactical scenarios, the group assists clients in reducing their exposure to risk in potentially volatile regions.
www.eurasiagroup.net
Exclusive Analysis
Exclusive Analysis is a specialist intelligence company that forecasts commercially relevant political and violent
risks worldwide with focus on Africa, Asia, Eurasia, and Latin America.
www.exclusive-analysis.com
Fitch Ratings
Fitch Ratings is a leading global rating agency committed to providing the world's credit markets with
independent, timely and prospective credit opinions.
www.fitchratings.com
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FTI International
FTI’s Global Risk and Investigations practice is the leading provider of comprehensive business risk solutions in
Asia. This includes reputational due diligence, business intelligence, fraud and corporate investigations, FCPA
and other corruption-related investigations, asset searching, data forensics and electronic evidence recovery,
as well as brand integrity and business crisis containment services.
www.fticonsulting-asia.com
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 It is also imperative to be part of a student study group and practice together since these interviews
are very demanding.
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o A – What action did you take? (Specifically highlight the skills used.)
o R – What were the results of your actions? (Be specific and quantify results when
possible.)

Scowcroft Group
The Scowcroft Group is an international business advisory firm that combines unique capabilities with a
demonstrated record of helping businesses grow and succeed in the rapidly evolving international market
place. By offering a wide range of services and area expertise tailored to meet individual client needs and to
recognize and capitalize on emerging business opportunities, The Scowcroft Group engages in every stage of
strategic planning, raising capital, risk management, market development, ongoing operations, and asset
sales.
www.scowcroft.com
Screening Interview: The screening interview does just that—screen out candidates whose qualifications
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 Articulate your skills and what you accomplished at each previous job experience.
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Sovereign credit ratings reflect S&P’s Ratings Services' opinions on the future ability and willingness of
sovereign governments to service their debt obligations to the nonofficial sector in full and on time. Coverage
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 This stage may also include reference checks and testing.
www.standardandpoors.com/ratings/sovresearch/en/us
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 You can usually ask relevant questions in your efforts.
 There are a number of online and hardcopy resources available through the Office of Career
Services to help you prepare for these types of interviews.
 It is also imperative to be part of a student study group and practice together since these interviews
are very demanding.
Behavioral Interview: In these interviews, the interviewer will ask you to talk about a real situation you’ve
encountered and your response to that situation. A sample question could include, “Tell me of an
incident when you failed,” instead of a hypothetical question such as “How you would handle a mistake or
failure?” The employer assumes this will be a good indicator of how you would handle situations in the
future.


Stay calm and answer the question as completely as you can, using the SAR formula as your guide:
o S – What was the situation or problem that you were presented with?
o A – What action did you take? (Specifically highlight the skills used.)
o R – What were the results of your actions? (Be specific and quantify results when
possible.)
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